Welcome to the seventh edition of the *Library Ledger*, the newsletter from PLI's Library Relations team! The *Library Ledger* covers the latest news in PLI Discover PLUS content, recent enhancements, search tips, research help, and important announcements.
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**News About PLI Discover PLUS: Our Expanded Transcript Coverage**

Did you know there are over 2,700 transcript segments from PLI programs available on Discover PLUS? Transcripts are searchable word-for-word transcriptions of PLI programs, presented by faculty and speakers who are experts in their field. Program transcripts are available on Discover PLUS in the following categories: Corporate and Securities, Intellectual Property, Employment Law, Real Estate, and Litigation.

Know the name of the program? Look up the transcript according to the title. The platform also provides robust capabilities for searching across all transcripts at one time. You can also search by keyword, terms and connectors, and fielded advanced search options such as program name, segment name, and speakers. Transcripts on Discover PLUS date back to 2012.

Eager to read what the speakers had to say? Transcripts are posted to PLI Discover PLUS roughly three to four weeks from the date of the actual program. Look for PLI's monthly *What's New on Discover PLUS* email to see which transcripts were recently posted!

---

**PLI Discover PLUS Functionality:**
Related Items

Finding related items on Discover PLUS is simple and easy. When you're on the Table of Contents page of a book, there are different tab offerings. Click on the Related Items tab to view the Title History, as well as any Forms associated with the title, and Transcripts that complement the Course Handbook.

For example, on the Related Items tab for Corporate Compliance and Ethics Institute 2015 you can see lists of previous years' Course Handbooks, Forms found within these titles and Transcripts from the programs.
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PLI Discover PLUS Search Tips:
FATCA Legislation

Let's say an attorney is helping an international client wade through the new FATCA legislation to determine whether or not their holdings would be considered foreign financial institutions. She could search through PLI Discover PLUS across all the expert opinions on this recent legislation by searching [FATCA is (FFI or "foreign financial institution" AND defin! OR class!)].

Search results include publications such as Foreign Account Tax Compliance Answer Book 2015, International Estate & Tax Planning 2015, and The Partnership Tax Practice Series; forms such as "IRS Form W-8ECI," and program transcripts such as "Real Estate Tax Forum" and "New
A Letter from PLI's Library Relations Manager
Zehava Brickner

For those of you I haven't yet had the privilege of working with, allow me to introduce myself. My name is Zehava Brickner, and as a Library Relations Manager, I work with our Discover PLUS clients to ensure users have all the tools and resources necessary to maximize the benefits of the subscription.

Mark your calendars! I'm pleased to report that the PLI Library Relations team is getting ready for the annual American Association of Law Libraries (AALL) Annual Meeting and Conference in Philadelphia this July! Join us for a Librarian Advisory Breakfast on Sunday, July 19th from 7:45 – 8:45 a.m. in the Philadelphia Marriott Grand Ballroom. We're looking forward to participating in the event and invite you to visit our Booth #528 in the exhibit hall. We'd love to meet everyone, hear your experiences with PLI, and get your feedback on Discover PLUS. As Library Relations trainers, my team and I will be available to provide demos of PLI Discover PLUS. But why wait until July for a demo?! Feel free to contact me directly for a Discover PLUS training – by email at libraryrelations@pli.edu or by phone at (877) 900-5291.